
If the concentration c de-
creases one decade (a factor 
of ten), the chemical potential 
always decreases by the 
same amount, the “deca 

potential” ì  (5.71 kG » 6 kG at d

298 K) (ì: basic value at stan-
3dard conc. c   = 1 kmol/m  ). 

 f.e. the annealing of silver oxide,
 2 Ag O|s ® 4 Ag  + O2 2
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Substance Formula ì$/kG 

Iron Fe|s  0 

Oxygen O2|g  0 

Cane sugar C12H22O11|s -1544 

Marble CaCO3|s -1129 

Quartz SiO2|s   -805 

Carbon dioxide CO2|g  -394 

Table salt NaCl|s   -384 

Water H2O|l   -237 

Water vapour H2O|g   -229 

Paraffin wax »(CH2)|s      +4 

Benzene C6H6|l  +125 

Ethyne C2H2|g  +290 

 
 
 

ì < 0

Þ substance can be 
produced voluntarily 
from the elements

ì > 0

Þ substance tends 
to decompose

ì = 0
valid for elements

Unit: ibbs (=J/mol)G

Pure substances under standard conditions

Only in a zero approximation µ can be regarded as constant. A 
more detailed approach considers the temperature and 
pressure dependence of µ. Often linear approaches are 
sufficient:

.

For the  and  
of the chemical potential of a substance B the following rules 
are valid:

 

   ì = ì  + á·ÄT ì = ì  + â·Äp0 0

temperature coefficients á pressure coefficients â

0 > á(B|s) > á(B|l) >> á(B|g)   0 < â(B|s) < â(B|l) <<< â(B|g).

Already these qualtitative rules allow many useful conclusions, 
but also quantitative considerations are possible. 

Analogously, the energy needed for the transfer of an amount of 
substance n from a low chemical potential ì  to a high potential 1

ì is given by  2 

.

In contrary the transfer of a substance from a high (ì ) to a low 1

potential (ì ) releases energy. This released energy can be used 2

by special apparatus, “matter engines,” comparable to water 
mills or steam engines.  

Example: “Drinking duck” which uses the potential difference 
between liquid water and water vapour in air

W = Äì·n

W = ì·Än      for small Än.     

The formation of a substance against its “tendency to change” 
ì requires the energy W. These energy increases with 

· increasing amount of  newly formed substance Än,

· increasing counteractive “drive” ì

W = m(ø -ø )2 1

W = n(ì  - ì )2 1

W = S(T -T )2 1

K : equilibrium constantc

ì  + ì  + ... = ì  + RTlnc (B) + ... = ì  + ì  + ... = ì  + RTlnc (D) + ... B C B r D E D r .

   K = expc 

c (D)·c (E)r r ·...

c (B)·c (C)·...r r

)
ì +ì +... - ì -ì - ...B  C D  E 

RT( =

The strong dilution of the water vapour in air 
lowers the value of its chemical potential 
below that of liquid water.  

$
ì /kG

H O ® H O2  2

-237  -229

|l |g

<

The sum of the chemical 
potentials ì on each side of the 
reaction formula

- positive or negative ones - 
decides, in which direction a 
reaction tends.

Example: Dissolution of marble 
in hydrochloric acid

A´ + A´´ + ... ® B´ + B´´ + ...

process possible 

most stable modification under standard conditions (T  = 298 K, 
p  = 101 kPa). 

The heights of mountains are not referred to the 
geocentre but to the sea level.

Similarly it is useful to choose for the values of the 
chemical potential a convenient point of 
reference, for example the pure elements in their 

Reference point of chemical potentials

ì

Thermodynamics is generally considered a difficult field 

of science not only by students. Its historical 

development has resulted in a unique structure which is 

generally incompatible with those of other physical and 

chemical sciences thereby making an intuitive 

understanding difficult.

It seems that especially one of the most important  

quantities is difficult to grasp: the . 

But in fact, this central quantity is compatible with an 

average person´s perception. Therefore, as a fast and 

easy way, without the frightening mathematical 

apparatus, the quantity is introduced by a 

phenomenological definition and direct measuring 

procedure, in the same way as the basic quantities 

length, time or weight.  

chemical potential µ

W a n t e d
CChheemmiiccaall  PPootteennttiiaall  µµ 

2) The magnitude of this tendency, meaning the numerical 
value of µ

• is determined by the nature of the substance, 

• as well as by its milieu (temperature, pressure, 
concentration, solvent, ...),          

• but not by the nature of reaction partners or products.

3) A reaction, transformation, redistribution can only pro-
ceed voluntarily if the tendency for the process is more 
pronounced in the initial state than in the final state.

A linear approach can be 
chosen if the concentration 
change Äc is small: 

While á and â (except for 

ì = ì + ã·Äc.0 

RT
ã

c
=

The combination of these two relations results in the so-called 
“ ”:

 mass action formula

mass action formula

ì = ì + RTln(c/c ) = ì  + RTlnc     0 0 0 r

The more concentrated the 
action the more punching the 
effect. This is also valid for 
the mass action.

gases) still depend from the type and the milieu of the given 
substance the  is a universal 
quantity, i.e. it is the same for all substances in every milieu:  

concentration coefficient ã

for small c at constant T

The concentration dependence of ì explains for example the 
evaporation of water at room temperature: 

Also the solution behaviour of 
gases like ammonia or the feasible 
formation of substances with 
positive µ like ethyne can be easily 
explained in this way. 

Because of an increase in pressure 
results in an increasing chemical potential. Therefore, at high 

0 < (B|s) < (B|l) <<< (B|g) â â â

A simultaneous temperature and pressure dependence can be 
described for example by  

.

By use of these equations the phase diagram of a substance 
can be calculated if the phase transition is formulated as 
reaction and the equilibrium condition is considered, f.e. 

®  melting process

ì = ì  + á·ÄT+ â·Äp0

ì(B|l)= ì(B|g)       B|s B|l   

Example  At sufficiently low pressure the 
chemical potential of water vapour already falls 

at 298 K below that of liquid water.

:

MMeettrriizzaattiioonn 

The direct introduction of the 
chemical potential is part of a new 
didactic concept of matter- 
dynamics. As one project of the 
Eduard-Job-Foundation of Ther-
mo- and Matterdynamics a 
textbook “Physical Chemistry” for 
undergraduate students is cur-
rently written,

Additionally, all experiments will be 
tested carefully and detailed in-
structions (including safety aspects 
and disposal procedures) as well as 
videos will be prepared.   

(Abbr.: s: solid,  l: liquid, g: gaseous)

· which includes more than hundred simple but 
nevertheless impressive demonstration experiments 
and

· considers particularly the new  concept.  

Another and very important application is the derivation of the 
“ .” 

If we consider a general reaction B + C + ... ® D + E + ...      
equilibrium rules if:

mass action law

¬

Equilibria can also be disturbed: For example, 
the addition of water causes a shift of the 
equilibrium for the reaction 

3+ –[Fe(H O) ]  + 3 SCN  ® [Fe(H O) (SCN) ] + 3 H O2 6 2 3 3 2

3+ – 
to the reactant side, of excess Fe  or SCN
solution, however, again to the product side. 

 ¬

The new concept induced other authors 
to rephrase thermodynamics or even 
the whole concept of physics. These 
conceptional changes have a strong 
impact not only on the education of 

chemists, or engineers but 
also on physics and chemistry classes 
at every level of education.

 
physists, 

For characterizing an object or a person a 

few informations are often sufficient. 

The wanted poster of a person represents 

an example of a concise list of such 

“phenomenological” attributes.

PPrreeddiiccttiioonn  ooff  PPoossssiibbllee  RReeaaccttiioonnss  

Weight as Model 

Just the sum of the weights G on each 
side - positive or negative ones - deter-
mines to which side the seasaw leans.

The left side wins, if  

G(A´) + ... > G(B´) + ...,

Equilibrium is reached, if 

G(A´) + ... = G(B´) + ... .

TTeemmppeerraattuurree  aanndd  PPrreessssuurree  DDeeppeennddeennccee  

CCoonncceennttrraattiioonn  DDeeppeennddeennccee 

RReellaatteedd  EEnneerrggyy  EEffffeeccttss 

TTeeaacchhiinngg 

From that 
follows:

1) The tendency of a substance

• to react with other substances,

•  to transform into another state, 

•  to redistribute in space

can be expressed by the same quantity     
namely its chemical potential ì. -

A = å ì - å ì
initial final

Measure for ì : A

Energy W needed for 
the formation of 1 mol 
of substance A

 

Unit: 1 J/mol = 1 G

ì  = W/nA A  

The quantity A can be determined  

directly by coupling to a “unit 
reaction” with known chemical 
drive A , f.e. electrically (compa-I

rable to oppositely coupled 
vehicles):

      or

     

A = m ·A + n·A  = 0total I

A  = -(n/m)·AI

Because the potential difference between the substances 
in their initial and final states is so important it is 
convenient to introduce it as an independent quantity: 

chemical drive A  

Hypothetical set-up for indirect measuring of µ 

Since  
chemical potentials decrease 
with heating. This happens for 
example more quickly in the 
liquid state than in the solid.  

Þ The curves intersect at the 
melting temperature T . sl

0 > á(B|s) > á(B|l) >> á(B|g)    

Other transformations can be 
dealt with in the the same way, 

+ 2+
CaCO  + 2 H ® Ca O + CO3 2 2

-1129 + 2·0 > -553 + (-237) + (-394)

-1129  -1184

 + H

>

$ì /kG

process not 
possible 

Because of the strongly negative  value of the á

pressures the solid state is normally preferred,  
at low pressures, however, the gaseous state.   

gas O  the process is favoured by a temperature increase.2


